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Turbulent times call us to engage with the full range of
our capacity. Our bodies are our oldest wisdom: we know
how to hold BOTH/AND…Standing strong in response
to energy that would have us numb out, immobilized by
despair, hopelessness, fear, guilt and grief, we are also
called to engage, share and join together in trust, joy and
compassion. This may be the most radical and subversive
response to what’s coming down: clear-eyed commitment
to act and open hearts to safeguard tenderness and love.
					

The Beauty Way
--- Mare Z. D’Otes

From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
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by GinaMarie Byars, chair

A
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s Summer begins to change into the robes of Autumn, I invite you to take a
deep breath. Spread your arms wide and take another. Embrace the space that
surrounds you. Take a moment to appreciate the continued turning of the wheel.
What has transpired in the last year to bring you to where you are right now?
Clearly observe the path of what is coming. Take another deep, cleansing breath.

Harvest is always a fulfilling time of year. We have literal gatherings of crops. Intentions
planted in the Spring come to fruition in the Harvest. There is also the gathering and
reflection of who we are. My reflection this season has been about compassion. Compassion for others, for the environment, for ourselves.

We are often reminded to have compassion for self, be mindful of our own needs, practice self-care. Some people go on retreats or extended vacations. Others set aside time
for themselves every day, week or month. But what if you can’t get away? So often we get
caught up in everyday tasks: laundry, bills, dishes, house cleaning, getting kids to school, to bed, to bath, to pick up after
themselves, to do their homework, more laundry, work, school…the list goes on and on. And on. Sometimes we don’t have
the resources, time—or whatever else that is needed—to physically take a little bit of reprieve. What do we do then?
Growing up, my family was poor. Food stamps, free lunch program at school, Salvation Army Christmas donations…all
of it. We didn’t go on vacations during school breaks. I never realized that leaving town during Spring Break was a thing.
I knew people who did, but not my family. We went out of town to visit family, but it wasn’t ever a big “to do” and it
definitely wasn’t an Annual Event. We also didn’t participate in personal discovery workshops/retreats. The things that
came closest to these activities were Bible studies or church retreats. And many of those were usually about how we
were fallen from grace and needed to have redemption brought to us from outside ourselves.
From these experiences, I developed my own coping mechanisms, my own connection to Spirit, my own figuring out of
the world around me. I recently realized that I had also established my own personal link to Source. In that realization,
I decided that I want to actively strengthen that connection. I want to consciously expand my awareness of it and make
sure I know how to feed it when it needs sustanance. That has led me to contemplate the idea of Sacred Mundane. I’ve
been thinking about what happens when I turn my everyday tasks into moving meditations, points of contemplation,
active prayers. Instead of “getting away from it all” and retreating to some place for deeper fulfillment, what happens
when I push in closer? What happens when I go deeper right where I’m at?
I’m learning that I can find time for myself within the chaos. The more I hold tasks that must be completed to be
as sacred as the ceremony I make special time for, the less overwhelming is the chaos. Instead of seeing chores as
mundane, I am looking at them as my connection to the Divine. I am able to participate in a Pattern that repeats on a
much larger scale and know that I am truly linked to others in this Universe who are trekking on the same path.
And from that space, I challenge you. What are the pieces of mundania that you don’t see as sacred? What would happen if you began participating in them with as much mindful honoring as the ritualistic pieces of your life? Could you
use them as mini-meditations for self-actualization? What special significance would they take on? Still take time for
yourself. Still get away from everything by taking vacations, going on retreats, setting aside time for quiet meditation.
But, I challenge you: practice seeing your personal mundane as your gateway to Cosmic Sacred. I believe that when you
do, you will connect more solidly to your personal sacredness. And that will link you to ultimate compassion.
As always, I invite you to share your reflections with us. We would love to hear your journeys on this or any other path
that is calling you. Write me at chair@wwrl.org.
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Annual Fall Fund Drive: September 30 - October 30

YOU are the heart of the hearth!
by WWRL Lodgekeepers

T

his past July, the Lodgekeepers gathered in Flagstaff, AZ to discuss you, our members, and
how much you mean to us. While sitting under the greatly appreciated shade, the sunlight
filtered through the leaves, and the idea of a hearth continued to come to mind. We call our
newsletter a Hearth Letter because of the way it brings you in to sit by our fire, and enjoy the
community of Woman’s Way Red Lodge. It is around a hearth that people have traditionally
gathered to share work, stories, laughter, and love. And you, dear reader, are the heart of that
hearth.
No matter your age, race, sexuality, gender, ability, ethnicity, religion, or spirituality, every
member of WWRL brings something so beautiful and unique to the hearth of Red Lodge. We
are each a part of the glorious mission of WWRL, to co-create a new paradigm for positive
change in our communities. You ARE Red Lodge. You ARE a joyful warrior. You ARE the very
heart that brings the warmth and ignites the fire of change!
Every year during this season of gratitude and giving we ask you to gather at our hearth and
help us create change through donations which are used to bring programs, education, leadership scholarships, and other assistance to our communities. We follow the phases of the moon,
beginning with the new moon on September 30th and the hope and change it brings, allowing Luna to go through all her illuminating phases before completion at the next new moon on
October 30th.
Anyone who becomes a member, renews their membership, or makes a donation during the
drive will automatically be entered into a raffle to win lovely handmade crafts, photo prints, a

--- MORE
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month of nutrition and wellness coaching, and other
gifts all generously donated by the WWRL community,
valued between $50 and $500!
The fun doesn’t stop with the raffle! We have so many
events and programs planned during this beautiful
month of harvest moons! Free concerts, daily morning meditations, evenings filled with music, community garage sales and more will be taking place across
the Pacific Northwest, in Arizona, and online! Be sure
to visit our events page on Facebook or our website
events page to see what’s happening near you!
We hope you’ll consider donating or becoming a member! Your role in helping us create a sustainable future
for WWRL and our communities is significant and
appreciated. As a token of the gratitude and love that
we feel for you, we are sending all members, past and
current, a small gift in the mail during our fund drive.
We hope you’ll place it somewhere visible where you can be reminded daily of the love and
warmth that you bring to your families, communities, and to us at Woman’s Way Red Lodge.

Your donation makes a difference!

We not only met, but exceeded our fundraising goal last year of $15,000 during the fund drive!
Your contributions were significant and funded many new programs and partnerships with
other community builders throughout the year! We are very excited about new connections
and accomplishments and look forward to seeing them grow! A full report will be available
soon, but some of these included:
• Hiring administrative and communications personnel
• Providing opportunities for women to step into leadership positions and become
empowered through skill development
• Contracting a web developer to update the website
• Creating and developing our first men’s hoop
• Adding to our scholarship fund for leadership instruction and development
• Donating money to Earthship Seattle to assist with the development of a community garden
• Sponsoring and partnering with other organizations on programs and events
• Developing strategic plans for communications and implementing them through
branding, various media platforms, and use of past materials
--- MORE
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Through these programs and partnerships, WWRL saw an increase in communications which
has provided a wider reach. These funds assisted many people in becoming empowered
through leadership; helped feed and nourish the hungry; and brought the light and love of the
Red Lodge community to others.
Our goal this year is to raise $20,000 to further support existing programs as well as expand
those currently implemented. We can’t do it without you! Thank you, again, from the bottom
of our hearts for your support and for walking with Woman’s Way Red Lodge!

A Call to Action! #heartofthehearth #iamredlodge

We want to see the capable hands that make you the heart of our hearth! Your hands are hard
at work every day raising your families, lifting up a stranger in need, writing your story, holding hands with another, planting trees, and building your communities. Let’s show them some
love! Messy or manicured, muddy or clean, young or old- what you do with your hands is
beautiful and we want to see it!

fund Drive graphics by Heather Clayton

Take a picture and post it with the hashtags #heartofthehearth #iamredlodge to our Facebook
page, or share it on Instagram, twitter, snapchat, or however you choose to engage online!
YOU are the HEART of the HEARTH!
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Jami Sieber performs on Vashon Island

W

oman’s Way Red Lodge (WWRL) is thrilled to present Jami Sieber in concert again on Vashon Island, Friday, Oct. 14, 7:30 PM at VHS Theatre. Jami’s musical virtuosity combines with her warm intimacy and wit
to invite us all into an extraordinary concert experience. We are grateful for her willingness to perform as part
of our fall fund drive.

Playing the electric cello and using her voice, Jami’s music is unique – employing electronics and looping techniques to create sounds not usually associated with the cello. She transforms her solo instrument into an orchestra and transfixes audiences with music that opens the heart, defies the mind and sets the body dancing. Her lifelong commitment to the environment, social justice, and the healing arts is at the heart of her music, reflecting a
deep dedication to the arts as a medium of exploration and awareness of the interconnectedness of all beings.
Jami’s musical path moved from classical to folk, to rock/pop where, with her popular band “Rumors of the Big
Wave”, she garnered the coveted Northwest Area Music Association (NAMA) Award for Best Rock Instrumentalist. Since launching her solo career, Jami has collaborated with dancers, poets, visual artists, improvisers,
vocalists, and instrumentalists who span the globe. Her compositions have been used for film, dance, and a
popular video game. She has independently produced seven recordings on her own label, Out Front Music.
Jami will perform with Grammy Award winning multi-instrumentalist, Nancy Rumbel. Nancy’s primary instruments are oboe, English horn, and the ocarinas. We are also welcoming Nancy back to Vashon; she’s appeared
in years past with guitarist Eric Tingstad.
Concessions will be available for purchase with all proceeds going to WWRL. A portion of concert tickets will
also be generously donated by Jami Sieber to WWRL. Woman’s Way Red Lodge welcomes people of all genders
to create a new paradigm for positive change in our communities.
For more information, visit Jami’s website, or the event page on Facebook.

Jami Sieber

in concert with Nancy Rumbel

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 7:30 PM
VASHON HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE

Tickets online at Brown Paper Tickets
In advance: $18 general; $15 seniors/students/WWRL members
$22 at the door
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By donating to or joining WWRL as a member September 30 - October 30 you
can win one of six items generously gifted by WWRL members and supporters!
Winners will be announced on November 1st!
ONE MONTH OF NUTRITION AND WELLNESS COACHING
with Crystal Gordon
Color Me Kale | colormekale.com
$500 VALUE
-------------------------------WITCH’S STUDY
8x10 MATTED PRINT
created by Lauren M. Johnson
Vital Stillness Photography
$50 VALUE
--------------------------------------------BEADED GEMSTONE
NECKLACE WITH
GODDESS PENDANT
created by Erin McCusker
This goddess necklace tells the
story of journeys between the
Pacific NW and the desert SW
over the last 32 years through the
gemstones which were strung
during a recent trip.
$100 VALUE
---------------------------------------------‘PLAYFUL CRONE’
FELTED WOOL HAT
created by Tone Butler
This wearable fine art is hand-felted, and heart-designed. $150 VALUE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PERSONAL SCARF
WITH NAME OR TOTEM
created by Sophie Suberman
To be delivered Winter Solstice
2016. Sophie will hold intentions
and well wishes for you while she
knits!
$100 VALUE
-------------------------------------------ONE HOUR OF ENERGY WORK AND ADVISING with GinaMarie Byars
In person or over the phone. Includes guided breath work, oracle
consultation, and healing/rejuvenating energy session. $65 VALUE
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Inspired by one of the 15 Woman’s Way Red Lodge Principles:
Gratitude is fundamental to our way of being in the world, and we generously give
back to our communities and to Mother Earth in a spirit of appreciation.

Gratitude Poem

by the Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop
I am grateful for my strong body
I release society’s criticisms
I embrace my higher self’s love of my body
I am grateful for my family and those who love me
I release pain, anger, self doubt
I embrace compassion, love, joy

Sharma Gencarelle photo

I am grateful for the community I live in
I release fear and judgement
I embrace sharing our journey, feeling each footstep
I am grateful for
all the directions
		
all our relations
			
love and flow of life
				
Oneness with all.

An abundant season of harvest for Red Lodge Hoops

E

ntering the harvest season, Red Lodge Hoops around the country continue to meet, gathering the abundance of the year as we head toward the closing meetings of this round of circle gatherings. On-going are
Pikes Peak Hoop in Colorado; Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop in Vermont; Pendleton Hoop in Oregon; South
Seattle Hoop and Sacred Nature Lovers Hoops in Washington; Northern AZ Men’s Hoop in Arizona; and Essential
Hoop creating shared sacred space via conference call.

And the abundance grows as we welcome two new Hoops starting up this fall. On Vashon Island, WA, we’re
thrilled that the Moonlodge will be home to a new circle of women facilitated by Christine Wood. In Flagstaff,
WWRL chair GinaMarie Byars and her partner launch Family Hoop, comprised of their extended family constellation, including children ages 5-24. “It’s exciting to think about sharing sacred space with our version of
Modern Family,” Gina laughs, “and a little scary!”
Meanwhile the Flagstaff Hoop, the first Hoop to use our Weaving the Hoop Handbook when women began
meeting in 2010, gathers for its final meeting. Closure and GiveAway send us into the mystery of the unknown,
the not-knowing of what may emerge. Good lessons; good practice - the Northeast Gateway of the Medicine
Wheel where letting go makes way for that which is coming into being - the cycle of death and re-birth with
which we all must reckon.
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Standing in Service

by GinaMarie Byars, chair
e are not actively recruiting Lodgekeepers for the coming year (2017). The six
ongoing LodgeKeepers will be taking a full
cycle to deepen connections to each other and
better understand what talents we have as a
team. When we better understand areas where
we need more assistance, we will call for other
Sisters to join us for the 2018 cycle.

This does not mean that others cannot participate in WWRL work. In fact, something we
profoundly need and deeply desire is for more
people to step into service with us. We have
many projects that are in motion. Some are
barely in the seed stage and others are in almost Angelo Bergs, of the Men’s Hoop in Flagstaff, AZ, standing
in service with Lodgekeepers at the July retreat. His culinary
full fruition stage and there are many at any
skills nourished our bodies and warmed our hearts!
place along that continuum! We would love for
your input, your passion, your talents to help us bring more of the ideas to light.
Over the next months and year, we will be sharing more ideas that have been brought up. If there is one that
you are attracted to, by all means let us know! We want, we NEED, more people to step forward with us to
strengthen the work we are already doing and to expand the dreams that we are dreaming.
We will also be using the 2017 cycle to let all of you know us better. Both as individuals and as a Circle of
LodgeKeepers. The intention will be for all of us in Woman’s Way Red Lodge to deepen our connections to each
other and plant seeds for future growth that we may not even dream of yet!
Where are you being called? What is stirring in your belly that you want to birth? What dreams are you holding
that we can help call forth? Share them with us and let’s see how we can work together!
Connect with us on Facebook! Send us an email! Check out our website - and join our mailing list. We want to
hear from you!

Woman’s Way Red Lodge Annual Meeting

Join our Gratitude Gathering
a community call on Saturday, December 3, 10:30 AM
Together, we’ll reflect on the year’s accomplishments, dream
on new visions, step into the call for service, thank and honor
Lodgekeepers and all our WWRL volunteers....
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The Woman Soul: A Gathering
To Inspire and Ignite Our Soul’s Wisdom
October 27-30, 2016
Pilgrim Firs Retreat Center, Port Orchard, WA

The Soul’s Call – A Call to Action
by Mattie Davis-Wolfe, a co-creator of Woman Soul Gathering and co-founder of Sacred Circles Institute

T

hese are extraordinary times. Life itself is asking us to awaken - to be change-makers - to manifest a better
world – not only to survive, but thrive - to consciously correct and recreate how we live on this beautiful
planet, our home. The founder of Visa, Dee Ward Hock said about this time: “We are at the very point in time
when a 400-year-old age is dying and another is struggling to be born – a shifting of culture, science, society
and institutions enormously greater than the world has ever experienced. Ahead, the possibility of the regeneration of individuality, liberty, community, and ethics such as the world has never known, and a harmony with
nature, with one another, and with the divine intelligence such as the world has never dreamed.”

This call to action, this r/evolution in how we live our personal dreams and serve the greater good requires a
reorientation in ways to approach life. We no longer have the luxury to be unconscious. Our naïve innocence
has to mature and evolve. We need full acceptance, integration, and transformation of the shadowy tendencies that do not serve life. Life destroying systems such as prejudice, hate-talk, racism, xenophobia, misogyny,
anti - LGBTQ, isolationism, etc. must be mitigated. True Beauty, in the ancient traditional sense is required. We
need to honor and then reach through fear and sorrow to the gold that resides deep within each one of us in
order to live up to this sacred call.
Thirteen elder women from around the country have agreed to gather with us for four days of soul renewal at
a Woman Soul Gathering in October, 2016. They have agreed to provide leadership and to witness us as we explore ancient and modern teachings and initiatory practices for finding the golden beauty within that produces
--- MORE
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healing and powerful outward expression. They will share with us, from an elder council perspective, what is
needed in the transformation of these extraordinary times. We will share with them our soulful longings and
earned wisdoms. Together, we will emerge with a clearer sense of our own stunning beauty and power and
what needs to be done.
Among tall trees and beside a beautiful Northwest lake, we will gather, share, drum, sing, do soulful arts, play,
journey, and be in initiation ceremonies, while celebrating sacred empowerment. We will shed old stories and
limiting beliefs that hold us back from our best and brightest life. And together, in community, we will discover
a perfect prayer of expression for who we truly are and what we can do as change-makers in this world.
This is an invitation to join a loving community for a woman’s gathering in which each of us is essential to the
whole, and where pleasure, grief, joy, sadness, and even folly can be sources of deep healing and world transformation. Do you feel called to be a brighter version of yourself and do greater work in the world? Does your
soul call you to join us in this awakening?

www.womansoul2016.com

206-745-2016

womansoul2016@gmail.com

13 honored elders grace Woman Soul with presence
Here is a brief introduction to a few of the 13 Honored Elders serving the Woman Soul Gathering, October
27, 28, 29 & 30, at Pilgrim Firs Retreat Center in Port Orchard, WA. Please see www.womansoul2016.com for
more details, or email womansoul2016@gmail.com to request registration information.
Alberta Snyder is an Elder in the Washoe Tribe, a
member of American Indian Community House, San
Francisco American Indian Cultural Center, American
Indian Movement 1968-1979, and Bis’so (Great Grandmother, Grandmother, Mother, Sister).

Lorraine Bayes is a Song Carrier, Medicine Drummer and Ceremonial Artist of Irish and Cherokee ancestry. A participant in
many of the 13-Grandmother Council gatherings over the last
8 years, LorraineBow co-founded Tickle Tune Typhoon and is a
lifelong early childhood teacher and parent educator.

Starfeather is a Medicine Woman living and teaching the
Sacred Path for 30+ years through visionary art, women’s
circles, drumming and energy healing. She is the founder
of the Medicine Woman’s Mentoring Circle in Edmonds,
Washington, and a grandmother.

Suzanne Sharpe is a Grandmother and Elder who, for the past
50 years, has created expressive living and learning environments for students, friends and family. She knows the power
nature has to bring us into playfulness and sacred space
through a life of walking in the wilderness as a living prayer.

Therese Charvet has been a nurse, midwife, director
and teacher at Seattle Midwifery School and a founding
member of three national midwifery organizations. She
now facilitates ceremonies and circles and offers Holistic
Pelvic Care at Sacred Groves Women’s Mysteries School
on Bainbridge Island, WA.

Lynette Edge, a traditional Puget Sound Native Elder, began
her medicine path 65-70 years ago with her grandfather.
Lynette is an Upper Skagit tribal member, a traditional
Indian doctor, and teacher of healing and spirituality in the
traditional ways.

Debbie Guerrero is a Social Worker in Indian Child Welfare,
mother of three and a new grandmother. A political and
tribal community activist, she works with women veterans
to heal PTSD. An organizer of a D.C. peace vigil some years
ago, Debbie is drumkeeper for Kiya’s Heartbeat.

Maria Cook, a healer using 5 Element Acupuncture and
other modalities to affect body, mind, and spirit, also
offers transformational kayaking and camping journeys
for women and groups in the Puget Sound area, Mexico
and Hawaii, offering exposure to traditional medicine,
indigenous wisdom, and native cultures.
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Conflict (R)Evolution: an ode to reflective listening
by Sophie Suberman, WWRL Lodgekeeper

I

’ve learned something that makes me want to sing. It makes me
want to dance with my sisters, holler from the hilltops with elation about the beauty of the world, and allows me to sit in peace
-- to find solace in a world full of misunderstanding, blame games,
and hate. To me, it is called reflective listening.
Oh, Reflective Listening, you are such an incredible tool. You allow
me to listen with an open heart in moments where I’d previously
have thrown a shoe and yelled my truth at the perceived unjust
wrongdoer. I learned about you at Seattle Restorative Justice’s
Restorative Justice Facilitator Training in St. James Cathedral and
continue to unfold your depths and beauty, and your ability to
become mine and yet remain everyone’s.

photo courtesy of Sophie Suberman

For those who do not know you, I’d like to introduce your simple
bones on which rich and beautiful connections are made. One
person speaks. The other person listens compassionately for the
underlying values, feelings and facts that the speaker shared.
When the speaker finishes talking, the listener says something
like, “What I heard you say is [the facts] happened, and you feel
[feelings], because you really care about [underlying values.]”
The original speaker, hearing what the listener heard, gets to
confirm the listener’s perception, correct it or add to it. So
simple, and yet...
As the speaker...
... I have been able to see my underlying values more clearly
and act from there instead of reacting from my emotions.
... I have gotten clarity about what is really true for me, and
often it’s not the first thing I say!
... I feel really heard and gotten and have the space to come
up with my own solutions.
As the listener...
... I am able to hear people without feeling the need to take responsibility to fix the situation for them.
... I feel helpful and like I’m actually connecting with that person more, because I’m listening for what
really matters to them.
... I am able to move beyond my judgments and what I think about something and hold space for
someone else’s process.
This last piece has been the most rewarding and surprising. My boyfriend and I were having what has become
an age-old argument for us: But what do we do about the patriarchy? He, a white man, is almost always triggered when I say these words, as am I, because how could we not see eye to eye about this? How can this

--- MORE
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relationship work if our values are so different? What am I doing with this asshole?! (These are the thoughts
that have often run through my head during, before and after these conversations before I met you. I am sure
you’ve heard stories like this before, but I just can’t help myself.)
Despite my every desire to blow him out of the water with my many thoughts, feelings and underlying values,
I decided to utilize you to hear him. “So what I heard you say is...[his values, feelings, facts]. Is that it? Is there
more?” After I’d speak, he’d start somewhere else, deeper. “And I hear you say... [his values, feelings, facts]. Is
that it? More?” On he went, and deeper still, until finally he said something similar to what I had said initially
when we started the conversation: “[Men] just don’t know what we’re good for if not this. We don’t have a
purpose.” Boom. The heart of the patriarchy, opening up, unfolding.
My eyes tear up even as I write this. This vulnerability, shared with me, makes so much sense, and the emotions, feelings and values that protect it are deep, understandable and universal. Thank you for allowing me to
create and be a safe space in which my partner was able to share so deeply.
My feelings about discord continue to shift as I utilize your simple structure to truly hear people. I’ve even asked
people what they hear me saying -- perhaps it’s controlling, but it’s so great to get a second chance at clarity instead of ending with, “I agree.” What have they been agreeing with all this time? What am I even saying?!
I bet you get this all the time, but from the bottom of my heart, thank you for this adventure into understanding, empathy and connection.

We appreciate your support!
We are very happy
to welcome a new member to our
Lodge CIRCLE
from Vashon Island, WA
photo by Heather Clayton

and our new

Support Circle members

in Port Townsend, WA, Shoreline, WA,
Dupont, WA, Frederick, MD,
Pope Valley, CA, and two in
Des Moines, WA

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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Fall in a jar

by Heather Clayton, communications director

s evidenced by the fall decor I’m inevitably drawn toward
purchasing, Autumn is one of my favorite seasons! I have
wreaths, pumpkins, and crows aplenty, but my favorite fall
decoration continues to be what my children and I like to call
“Fall in a Jar.”

photo by Heather Clayton

Every fall, we go for walks and collect little bits of nature to fill
our jar with the beauty and abundance of this time of year!
There’s only one rule: take only what we’ve been given. Everything we add to the jar must have already fallen to the ground.
No picking flowers, or leaves and acorns off trees.
For my children, it’s a joyful activity as they hunt for the earth’s
treasures and watch the jar grow fuller. For me, however, it’s
a daily visual reminder to be grateful for these walks with my
children, bundled in sweaters, their little hands in mine as we
explore this lovely earth together. Oh, and also for the hot
chocolate at the end.

Women gather
in the Moonlodge
every month.
Open Circle every 4th Sunday, 6:30 PM
Come for rest and renewal any time.

Drai Bearwomyn photo

Open to all women.
Located on Vashon Island.
Email moonlodge@wwrl.org
for more information.
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Reflections on the darkness ahead
by Serena Davidson, WWRL Lodgekeeper

I

It still gives me great comfort to know that many cultures
have long held ceremony that honors death as part of life.
As I approach each Autumn I experience a tender and bittersweet sense of the season. It holds such deep, rich beauty in
its colors and crispness. It holds a promise of challenge in my
personal relationship with the dark hours of the days ahead.
As I’ve embraced new teachings and ancient perspectives from
many cultures including our shared Woman’s Way culture - I’ve
come into a much more exciting and deliciously nourishing relationship with winter’s darkness. Now it holds a sweet hibernation, a restful depth, time to look inside. Opportunity for self sustainability in a different way than the lighter seasons. Now I am more able to lean in. Move
intentionally toward the darkest days as an experience of emptiness. The space between old and new. The
hollow. The cave. A delectable quiet.
Serena Davidson is a single woman who lives car free, child free and works with Fibromyalgia symptoms 24
hours a day while searching for gratitude and bliss as frequently as possible. WWRL enthusiast, Hoop Tender
for The Essential Hoop and The Bellingham Hoop, WWRL Lodgekeeper, Organizer of the Lady Godiva fundraiser.

photo by Serena Davidson

Hoop Tenders: nourishing and
celebrating our service!
All WWRL members who lead, organize, coordinate and in
any way hold the container for their Hoops are invited to
WWRL Hoop Tender calls to connect with each other and
nourish themselves. The calls feature WWRL members
speaking about their experiences and learnings and allow
everyone to ask and share answers to questions. Email
weavinghoops@wwrl.org for more info.

Calls are held on Thursdays, 6 -7:30 PM Pacific time
September 29
October 27		
December 15
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sculpted this skull vase as an early part of my spiritual journey
towards Woman’s Way. Before coming into my own relationship
with my deepest inner knowing and a direct spiritual relationship
with Earth and the natural world I was drawn to the beauty in
Day of The Dead as a celebration of the cycles of life and death.
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Thank you for being YOU
by GinaMarie Byars, WWRL chair

Thank you for being You.
You Dance a night that Circles through the day,
amongst the stars,
beyond time and space.
You Walk a path that Leads everywhere,
and nowhere,
and to all points in between.

You Sing a song that Encompasses silence,
speaks volumes,
resonates across eons.
You are Maiden.
You are Mother.
You are Crone.
You are You.

Giving Thanks Lodge

photo by Jim Burke

sweatlodge purification and prayer ritual for women

Sunday, November 27 on Vashon Island
firelighting at 10 AM
Mattie Davis-Wolfe
Chalice Bailey & Suzanne Sharpe
		
waterpourer				
firetenders
with Buffalo Heart drumming the heartbeat
email sweatlodge@wwrl.org to receive details
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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From the communications director:

(ah to iu ma)

by Heather Clayton
s I reflect on these past few months with
Woman’s Way Red Lodge, the phrase that continues to come to mind is
(ah to iu ma)
literally meaning “in the time it takes to say ah.”
The Japanese use it to show how very quickly time
passes, to encourage us to cherish every moment.

A

While WWRL keeps me very busy, my “ah” has
been one of connection and generativity as I work
with the incredible women who are your Lodgekeepers. Interacting with the members of WWRL
brings to light the beauty of this community- it
positively sparkles with all the love and electric
energy of positive change. I am so pleased to be a part of it, especially during this exciting time of year!
Fall is in the air and our annual fund drive is upon us! Be sure to watch your mailboxes for a special gift from
WWRL, to not only thank you for your continued membership and support, but to remind you that as an individual you are so very important to Red Lodge! You are the heart of the hearth. I encourage all to come sit with
us by that hearth, warm your heart, and allow the fire to ignite the joyful warrior within you!

Recipe: Lemon Zucchini Soup by Crystal Gordon, WWRL Lodgekeeper

A

s we step into the Fall Season, our bodies rejoice in more grounding foods. This recipe melds fresh
seasonal produce (zucchinis) and the comfort of hot soup. Shift gently into the cooler months with this
nourishing, seasonal delight.
Ingredients

4 zucchini, chopped
1.5 teaspoons sea salt
1 onion, diced
8 cloves garlic, minced
Zest of 1/2 lemon
Juice of 1 lemon
Half large cauliflower, chopped
1/2 teaspoon dried sage
1/4 teaspoon dried thyme
2 bay leaves
1.5 TBL nutritional yeast
pepper to taste
toasted pumpkin seeds, optional

Directions

Heat 1 TBL of oil in medium-sized soup pot on medium-high heat. Place onion in pot and sauté until translucent.
Add in garlic and sauté another 2 minutes. If the onions start to brown add in 1 tablespoon of water at a time to prevent sticking.
Add in rest of ingredients along with enough water or fresh vegetable broth to barely cover vegetables. More or less water or broth
can be used depending on desired consistency.
Turn up heat and bring to a boil. Once boiling, stir then turn heat to low and place lid on pot. Let simmer for about 30 minutes.
After done simmering, adjust seasonings as desired. Remove bay leaves. You can eat as is or blend for a creamy soup. (Use a highspeed blender or immersion blender). Top with extra lemon juice and toasted pumpkin seeds as desired. Enjoy!
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July 2016
Lodgekeeper
Retreat

M

eeting in Flagstaff, AZ for our bi-annual Lodgekeeper retreat,
we looked to the vision of WWRL to discuss ways to manifest
our purpose of co-creating a new paradigm for positive change in
our communities. We are so excited about things to come and
were touched by the way that WWRL members in Flagstaff
reached out to support and serve us!
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A report from the LongDance “Community Weavers”

Weaving Our Communities

By Therese Charvet, with Pedge Hopkins, Barbara Krulich, Ruth Raven Rogers and Amy Wolfe

I

n February 2015 at the Winter Wisdom
Council (LongDance Wisdom Councils
are held in fall, winter and spring to plan
and continue LongDance) facilitated
by the Red Thread Council (a volunteer
group of LongDancers who track decisions, agreements and other important
“business” of LongDance), there ensued
a deep and mindful conversation about
the relationship between Woman’s
Way LongDance and Woman’s Way
Red Lodge. This was prompted by the
vacancy of the Community Weaver
position, a role established to ensure a
strong and vibrant connection between
LongDance and Red Lodge.
What emerged from our discussion
“Two Sisters, One Soul”
was a collective sense that, despite the
© Mara Berendt Friedman - www.newmoonvisions.com
interweaving of these two communities
over the years, there does not feel to be full resonance and connection between the two. After discussion,
the community asked for volunteers to explore these issues. Of the eight women who initially stepped up, five
remained to explore the issues. Our intention is to strengthen the connection between WWLD and WWRL and
explore where there might be a disconnection or block. We believe the health and vitality of both organizations will be enhanced when all energetic channels between them are clear.
As part of our exploration over many months, we spoke with many and came to learn that there have been
misunderstandings, hurt feelings and disagreements about the herstory and ongoing development of Red
Lodge among some women. This “sticky” energy has remained from the earlier years of the formation and
growing of Red Lodge. This was an important time of hard work, much was accomplished; yet things were not
always smooth and harmonious.
To deal with disagreements and differing perspectives that arise occasionally in all communities, it is important
that there exist, in the infrastructure of a community, processes for navigating troubled waters to successful
resolution. Unfortunately, our community did not have well established and effective processes for this, and
disagreements that were not resolved festered. It is our hope and intention that our Community Weaver efforts, past, present and future, may in some way contribute to our community’s maturation as well as release
any remaining energy blocks between the two communities.
--- MORE
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CONTINUED from previous page

To that end, the Community Weavers had a conference call with WWRL Lodgekeepers on July 10, 2016.
That conversation was beautiful, heart-opening and skillfully facilitated. We clarified and learned from each
other, and all agree that there is a positive energetic flow currently happening between Woman’s Way Red
Lodge and LongDance.
Also to that end, the Community Weavers hosted a conference call, a “Deepening our Connections” ritual, on
August 20, 2016, attended by 25 women, LongDancers as well as key players in Red Lodge. The purpose was
to strengthen and re-affirm the connection between LongDance and Red Lodge and to offer healing energy
for our communities. Poems, prayers, songs, love and gratitude were expressed. The web connecting the two
organizations and all of us as individuals was strengthened. A new chapter is emerging.
In closing, the Community Weavers are inspired and impressed by the new WWRL leadership and welcome
them wholeheartedly into our larger sisterhood. The programs and services offered by Red Lodge are deep
and plentiful and spur us to even greater appreciation for all the women’s hours of labor and love that has
nurtured Red Lodge to this point.

Lani Ladbon photo

To continue a strong alliance between our communities, we believe it is important for WWRL to be
represented at every LongDance. To ensure this happens, we suggest that Weaving Woman be a service
position at each LongDance, filled by one of WWRL’s members who will be attending the dance. In the
event that active LongDancers no longer serve on the WWRL board, we recommend that an invitation
be extended to the LongDance community to revive the Community Weaver position to maintain and
nurture this vital link between the organizations.

Your support gives Red Lodge to the world and
you the gift of Red Lodge.
JOIN

DONATE
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Upcoming Red Lodge Gatherings/Events
Sun, Sept 25
Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Sun,
Sept 25
Open Circle
Vashon
Island, WA
Upcoming
RedMoonlodge,
Lodge
Gatherings/Events
Th, Sept 29		
Hoop Tenders call
Sept 30-Oct 30 FALL FUND DRIVE
Sat, Oct 1		
Sarah Christine Concert, Flagstaff, AZ (benefits WWRL)
Sat, Oct 1		
Sacred Nature Lovers Hoop, Bellingham, WA
Tu, Oct 4		
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
Wed, Oct 5		
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Mon, Oct 10
Essential Hoop (by conference call)
Fri, Oct 14		
Jami Sieber Concert, Vashon Island (benefits WWRL)
Sat, Oct 15		
Northern Arizona Men’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
Sun, Oct 16
Lady Godiva Community Garage Sale, Bellingham, WA (benefits WWRL)
Sun, Oct 16
Pendleton Hoop, Pendleton, OR
Tu, Oct 18		
Vashon Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Sun, Oct 23
Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Sun, Oct 23
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Th, Oct 27		
Hoop Tenders call
Oct 27-30		
Woman Soul Gathering, Southworth, WA (co-sponsored by WWRL)
Tu, Nov 1		
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
Wed, Nov 2
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Sat, Nov 5		
Sacred Nature Lovers Hoop, Bellingham, WA
Fri, Nov 11		
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Sun, Nov 13
Wild Women of 3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Mon, Nov 14
Essential Hoop (by conference call)
Tu, Nov 15		
Vashon Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Sun, Nov 20
Pendleton Hoop, Pendleton, OR
Sun, Nov 27
Giving Thanks Lodge, Vashon Island, WA (sweatlodge ritual for women)
Sun, Nov 27
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Sat, Dec 3		
Gratitude Gathering (WWRL Annual Meeting by conference call)
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